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Proficient both in language and in technology!!!
 (Senior Translator + Honeywell Senior R&D Engineer + CET8+ working in English for 10+years )
               Talented translator + Creative mindset + International vision + Fast self-improvement
Personal Information
Name:Wu SanjunSex:Malefile_0.wmf


Date of birth:5-Oct-1971Residence:Shenzhen - Baoan District
Working period:> 10 yearsE-mail:3069932046@QQ.com
Mobile:8613413463287
Place of domicileChangsha, China
Height:165 cm
Marital status:Married
Address:Shenzhen, Guangdong
Postal code:214021
Homepage:None
Key words:English <--> Chinese Spanish -> Chinese Translation   Freelancer 
Skype: 8613413463287;   QQ: 3069932046 Email:3069932046@qq.com 
Wechat: rodanwuwx    Phone:8613413463287  Skybe: 2758289411@qq.com
Bank Card Name：THE INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL BANK OF CHINA，GUANGDONG PROVINCIAL BRANCH；Account holder: 吴三军；       SWIFT CODE:  ICBKCNBJGDG;                                                                         Bank Address: No.123 Yan Jiang Xi Road Guangzhou，Guangdong （510120） China
Account number:  6222032018001015286
Alipay:768666989@qq.com,   Account Name: 吴三军
Paypal: 2758289411@qq.com                                                                           Personal homepage: http://www.proz.com/profile/2549959


Service available
Proficiency in translation: English <--> Chinese + Spanish --> Chinese (in sequence): Automotive, Electronics, Machinery, IT, Electric Power (Architecture, Engineering, Tenders, Manual, Mining), Finance, General, Political related, 5 million words of translation experience. High sense of responsibility and time urgency to ensure the completion of the task. All-round cooperation to the customer requirements, unit price: 0.03-0.06 USD/word for English <--> Chinese (depending on total words, specialty and special needs). The calculation in Chinese character shall be 1.6 : 1 against English words. 10-30% discount for large amount of words. Guarantee for Credit. In addition, totally 1 million words of translation in Spanish -> Chinese and Spanish -> English. Unit price: 0.04-0.08 USD/word

Self-evaluation
Enjoying 20 years of technical background, I have worked as a Measurement Engineer, an Electronic Engineer, and a Senior Electronic R&D Engineer in a number of large companies including China Eighth Bureau of Hydro-power Engineering (Measurement Engineer for 5 years), a Japanese company Finemost (Electronic R&D Engineer for 2 years), an American company Honeywell (Senior Electronic Engineer and Senior R&D Engineer for 10 years). As a fast learner with strong self-learning skills, I’m also a diligent, hard-working person, gaining me a wide range of knowledge across multiple fields, and I am particularly interested in language and literal work. I have been working as a part-time translator in my spare time during my work for a decade. Since I left Honeywell in 2013, I have been working on Research and Development in translation tools & system. At present, it has achieved good results on Terminology Control. It is very helpful for improving the quality and efficiency of translation. I haven’t been a freelance translator for a long time, but as a fast learner, so far I have translated materials involving in dozens of fields in the language pairs of Chinese <-> English, with a total translation volume of 7 million Chinese characters, including Automotive, Electronics, Mechanics, Electricity, Industry, IT, Engineering, Construction, Petroleum, Finance, Textiles, Contract, Specifications, and even Archeology. 
In order to improve my work efficiency, I’m planning to focus on technical fields in the language pairs of English <-> Chinese instead of involving in various fields. But I’m willing to take translation materials in other fields when there are not enough technical materials to enrich my work load. From early September to mid-December of 2018, I completed the translation task of a technical project in automatic control field with a total volume of 0.5 million source words. In this project, I performed the translation using the Trados 2017 translation software associated with my own Terminology Control software. 
Both translation speed and quality have achieved satisfactory results (about 5000 source words per day averagely). In order to improve my work efficiency and also to the benefit of my customers, I hope to establish long-term and stable cooperation with them. Technical fields are preferred, especially in the fields of Automotive, Mech-electronics, Automatic control, Instrumentation and so on.

Work experiences                                                                                                              
2007/7 - 2016/01: Part-time translator + Senior R&D Engineer;  
2016/01 - Present: Full-time freelancer
Industry:Electronic + Technical + Translation service
Free Job English Translation 
7 million words translation experience. Chinese <-> English translation, 10 years of part-time translator, 2 years of freelancer. Proficient in Trados operation (Currently SDL 2017), work experience in MemoQ, Wordfast.

Education Background
1990/9 -- 1994/7 Wuhan University ChinaDual majored in Electronic Engineering + EnglishMaster + Undergraduate
Specialty: Electronic Equipment + English

Language skills
English: proficient)Speaking (proficient); reading & writing (proficient); Spanish (Spanish->Chinese: working experience)
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